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Data management 

The completed paper case report forms (CRFs) were checked for completion by the research nurse / 

research manager and data officer before data entry.  All trial data were double entered by two 

independent data officers using the database created by the R&D IT team. The first and second data 

entries were compared for completion and consistency. Discrepancies were checked against the original 

CRF for entry errors, which were subsequently corrected. Sense checks, logic checks and range checks 

were also performed. Data queries were corrected and data were cleaned. The database was then 

locked and data transferred for data to be analysed by trial statisticians using STATA statistical software. 

The data management process followed Moorfields Eye Hospital standard operating procedures (SOPs) 

for data management. 

 

Statistical analysis  

The primary analysis was an available case analysis but baseline characteristics of those who were lost to 

follow up were compared with those who were not. If the findings from this study were favourable, 

these data would be used to plan a definitive future randomised controlled trial. 

Descriptive statistics have been used to report the findings of this study due to its modest sample size 

and single arm design. ‘Responders’ would be considered as participants demonstrating a reduction of 

CMT by 11% or more between baseline and 12 months, thus allowing comparison with previous studies 

that have used the same definition 1-6 . All statistical analyses were conducted using Stata Statistical 

Software version 15.0.   
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